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Abstract: A novel precast replaceable beam-to-column joint with energy-dissipating steel hinges
was proposed for the connection of precast structures to improve the seismic performance and post-
earthquake resilience. The proposed joint was installed in the predetermined plastic hinge region at
beams and the flange segments of the proposed joint were weakened to achieve damage concentration.
Cyclic loading tests were conducted on the proposed joint and the steel sleeve confined concrete joint
to study the hysteretic performance, including failure mode, load–displacement curves, ductility, and
energy-dissipation capacity. Moreover, the hystertic performance of the damage-repaired proposed
joint was investigated to verify the post-earthquake resilience. Results demonstrated that the pro-
posed joints could develop favorable failure mode with the necking rupture of the weakened steel
plate in steel hinge. The damage of the proposed joint was concentrated in the energy-dissipating
hinges while no serious damage was observed in the precast framing components, achieving the
objective of damage concentration. Compared with steel sleeve confined concrete joint, the hysteresis
curve of proposed joint was more plump while an obvious pinching effect was observed in the steel-
confined concrete joint. The bearing capacity and energy-dissipation capacity of the proposed joint
were about 1.25 times and 1.55 times of that for the steel sleeve confined concrete joint, respectively.
In addition, the hysteretic performance of the repaired specimen was identical to the original one,
with the desired failure mode caused by the fracture of the steel hinge. It was noted that the hysteretic
performance of the repaired joint was better than the steel sleeve confined concrete joint. The bearing
capacity was recovered at up to 96.6% of the original joint while the energy-dissipation capacity was
recovered at 96.1%, indicating that the proposed joint achieved the post-earthquake resilience to a
great extent.

Keywords: replaceable beam-to-column joint; energy-dissipating steel hinges; post-earthquake
resilience; damage concentration; cyclic loading test

1. Introduction

Industrialization of the construction industry promotes the development of precast
reinforced concrete structures, which have entered the rapid growth stage. Precast rein-
forced concrete structures can improve construction quality, construction efficiency, and
economic benefit, which are conducive to environmental protection [1,2]. However, the
mechanical properties of the connection area of the prefabricated members always affect
the integrity and seismic performance of the fabricated structure, which is more likely to
be damaged and result in the collapse of the whole structure under the action of earth-
quakes [3,4]. Therefore, the research and development of new beam–column connections
with the required mechanical properties is of great significance to improve the seismic
performance of prefabricated concrete structures [5–8].
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In-depth research works have been conducted on the fabricated beam–column con-
nections or various connection methods for the connection of precast components, such as
post-cast precast concrete joints [9,10], bolted connection of prefabricated members [11–13],
and prestressed prefabricated joint [14–17]. Bahrami et al. [18] presented two kinds of
bending connection precast joints, and carried out numerical research on the mechanical
behavior under cyclic loading. The results showed that plastic hinge formed at the precast
beam of the frame with two kinds of flexural connection precast joints led to an improved
failure mode of bending. Girgin et al. [19] tested the mechanical behavior of five precast
hybrid half-scale specimens, and it was observed that the maximum strain developed in
the beam bottom flexural reinforcement played an important role in the overall behav-
ior of the connections. Nzabonimpa et al. [20] presented a new assembled mechanical
joint with removing the laminate, and established experimental and numerical studies
of mechanical properties of joint structures. To improve energy consumption for precast
beam–column connection, Tartaglia and Ferrante [21,22] acted on beam–column joints with
friction dampers to control plastic deformation and improve node energy consumption.

Moreover, research on improving the seismic performance of precast reinforced con-
crete structures with prefabricated beam–column connections characterized by plastic dam-
age has attracted more and more attention [23]. The hysteretic performance and damage
characteristics of prefabricated, prestressed concrete frame systems with slightly pressed
joints were studied [24], and the results demonstrated that slightly pressed joints were
conducive to the control of deformation capacity and cracking. Wang et al. [25] arranged a
replaceable low-yield-point steel bar in the assembled node to improve energy-dissipation
capacity and control damage. Li et al. [26] investigated fabricated RC beam–column plastic
controllable steel joint specimens to effectively control concrete damage. Zheng et al. [27]
proposed a novel type of steel reciprocating bending energy-dissipation hinge connected
by pin shaft to achieve beam-end energy dissipation and plastic hinge outward migration.
Teng et al. [28] proposed a novel prefabricated beam-to-column steel joint and compared
its hysteretic performance with a monolithic joint. The results showed that the use of
buckling energy-dissipation segments was beneficial for concentrating the plastic deforma-
tion. Ertas et al. [29] experimentally investigated the performance of four types of precast
concrete joints, which showed that, compared with other precast concrete joints, bolted
concrete joints had the best ductility, strength, and energy-dissipation capacity. Li et al. [30]
developed prefabricated steel joint precast concrete structures to replace cast-in-situ con-
crete beam-to-column joints. It was found experimentally that this joint exhibited better
hysteretic performance and higher energy dissipation and ductility than a monolithic joint.
A new hybrid beam–column connection was proposed for precast concrete structures,
and the seismic behavior including hysteretic curves, skeleton curves, and dissipation
capacity were studied through experimental and numerical study [31]. Moreover, it was
also verified that the energy-dissipation capacity of the fabricated beam-to-column joint
could be effectively enhanced by employing a friction device or dampers [32–34].

In this paper, a new kind of precast replaceable beam-to-column joint with an energy-
dissipating steel hinge was proposed, which can be applied to the connection of precast
reinforced concrete structures to improve seismic performance. In addition, through the
rational design of the proposed joint, the accumulated plastic damage was concentrated
in the energy-dissipating steel hinge and prevented the precast beams and columns from
serious damage, improving the post-earthquake resilience performance of the precast rein-
forced concrete structures. By replacing the damaged upper and lower energy-dissipation
steel plates in steel hinge, the proposed joints can be repaired conveniently and efficiently
so as to restore the working performance. The hysteretic properties such as failure mode,
load–displacement curves, stiffness degradation, and energy-dissipation capacity of the
proposed joints were studied and compared with those of prefabricated steel sleeve con-
fined concrete joints. Besides, the post-earthquake resilience performance was discussed by
the comparison between the repaired specimen and original specimen.
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2. Precast Replaceable Beam-to-Column Joint with Energy-Dissipating Steel Hinge

The configurations of the precast replaceable beam-to-column joint with an energy-
dissipating steel hinge are shown in Figure 1. The proposed joint is composed of precast
columns, precast beams with embedded steel beam segments, a confined steel sleeve for
the core joint, and an energy-dissipating steel hinge. The joint core area was confined with
a steel sleeve, with horizontal end plates to enhance the shear resistance. The steel sleeve
was welded to a short cantilever beam segment, and then connected to the steel hinge by
high-strength bolts. The longitudinal bars of the precast beam were welded to the steel
beam with holed-end plates, and then the precast beam was also bolted to the steel hinge
through the embedded steel beam segment. The grouting sleeves were embedded at the
end of the rebars in the upper precast column, while the upper and lower plate stiffeners
inside the steel sleeve were designed with holes to install reinforcements in the bottom
column. The energy-dissipating steel hinge consisted of a flange energy-dissipation steel
plate and a web-mechanical hinge with a pin shaft. The flange energy-dissipation steel
plate in the energy-dissipating steel hinges was designed to sustain the bending moment,
while the web-mechanical hinge with the pin shaft connector resists the shear force. The
flange energy-dissipation steel plate was composed of an energy-dissipation steel plate
and constraint sleeve so as to prevent the out-of-plane buckling behavior. Q235B was used
for energy-dissipation steel plates, and the energy-dissipation steel plates were weakened
with diamond-shaped holes to achieve yielding prior to other members and achieve the
damage concentration.
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Figure 1. Precast replaceable beam-to-column joint with an energy-dissipating steel hinge.

3. Experimental Investigation
3.1. Design of Tested Specimens

Two tested specimens, including one precast replaceable beam-to-column joint with
an energy-dissipating steel hinge (J-R-1) and one steel sleeve confined concrete joint (J-2)
were designed. It should be noted that the specimen J-R-1 was repaired after the first test by
replacing the damaged member in steel hinge and the repaired specimen (J-R-2) was tested
again to verify the post-earthquake resilience. The geometric dimensions, configurations
of the precast columns, and joint core area were the same for tested specimens, while the
energy-dissipating steel hinges were installed at the predetermined plastic hinge region for
J-R-1 and J-R-2. The structural configurations, geometric dimensions of each specimen, and
the details of the energy-dissipating steel hinge and join core area are shown in Figures 2–5.
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Figure 2. (a) Front view of the precast replaceable beam-to-column joint with an energy-dissipating
steel hinge; (b) vertical view of the precast replaceable beam-to-column joint with an energy-
dissipating steel hinge; (c) configurations of the beam and column; (d) front view of the steel sleeve
confined concrete joints (unit: mm).

The concrete strength grade for concrete members was C50, and Q235 was adopted for
the energy-dissipation steel plates while Q345 for the other steel members. The thickness of
the energy-dissipation steel plates was 10 mm, which was weakened with diamond-shaped
openings in the middle area, and the thickness of the steel sleeve for the joint core area
was 10 mm.
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3.2. Material Properties

C50 commercial concrete was used to pour precast members. The material properties
of 150 mm cubic C50 concrete test blocks (same condition curing) were tested according
to the Mechanical Properties test Method of Ordinary Concrete (GB50081-2016). Cube
compressive strength was 56 MPa, elastic modulus was 3.54 GPa, tensile strength was
7.6 MPa, and the Poisson’s ratio was 0.194. According to the tensile test of steel, the
mechanical properties of the steel are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Material properties of the steel.

Steel (bar)
Model

Plate Thickness (Diameter)
t(d)/mm

Yield Strength
fy/MPa

Yield Strain
µε

Ultimate Strength
fu/MPa

Elongation
Ratio

Q345 10 374.2 2322 489.7 25.8
Q235 10 269.8 1659 373.6 24.5

HRB400 22 414.9 2527 563.7 21.4
HRB400 18 419.9 2446 558.5 22.6
HRB400 8 432.2 2612 572.5 21.9

3.3. Test Device and Loading Scheme

The test device is shown in Figure 6, including sliding support, jack, single-shaft
hinged support, the adjustable beam-end support, the horizontal MTS hydraulic servo
actuator, and the reaction wall. The MTS hydraulic servo actuator of 500 kN was connected
to the reaction wall, and the other end was connected to the top of the upper column
to apply horizontal cyclic reciprocating load. An axial load was applied to the top of
the column with an axial compression ratio of 0.3. Loading was carried out by load–
displacement control, where before yielding, the specimens were loaded with 0.25Pc,
0.5Pc, and 0.7Pc (Pc was the theoretic ultimate bearing capacity obtained from numerical
simulation), and then displacement with the multiple increments of yield displacement
(∆j) was applied after yielding and repeated three times. The test was stopped when the
bearing capacity of the specimens decreased to 85% of the peak load or when the specimens
were obviously damaged.
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Figure 6. Test set-up.

4. Experiment Phenomenon and Failure Mode
4.1. Specimen J-R-1

When the specimen J-R-1 was loaded to 0.7Pc, cracks emerged at the top and bottom
surface of the precast beam and the cracks developed into shear cracks when loaded up
to 20 mm (displacement loading 2∆j). When the loading reached 50 mm (displacement
loading 5∆j), the lower flange energy-dissipating steel plate slightly inclined due to the
rotational behavior of steel hinge and the energy-dissipating steel plate consumed plastic
energy; some noises was heard at this stage. The bearing capacity of the specimen increased
with the test going on and no obvious damage was observed. Besides, the shear cracks on
the side of the beam no longer developed. When loading to 60 mm (displacement loading
6∆j), the lower flange energy-dissipating steel plate made a big noise at the second loading
cycle. At the same time, the bearing capacity dropped significantly and decreased to less
than 85% of the peak load, and then the test was terminated. During the test, no cracks
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appeared in the upper and lower precast columns. Figure 7 shows the failure mode of the
precast replaceable beam-to-column joint with energy-dissipating steel hinge.
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Figure 7. (a) The failure mode of the precast replaceable beam-to-column joint; (b) crack development
in concrete; (c) failure mode of the upper connector; (d) failure mode of the upper steel plate; (e) failure
mode of the lower connector; (f) failure mode of the lower steel plate.

The failure mode of the reduced energy-dissipating steel plate with diamond-shaped
openings in the specimen J-R-1 is shown in Figure 7d,f, respectively. From Figure 7d, it was
found that cracking and necking appeared at the smallest connecting area between the open-
ings of the weakened section of the upper energy-dissipating steel plate. Figure 7f showed
that the energy-dissipation steel plate ruptured at the reduced section area rather than
suffering from out-of-plane buckling failure. The plastic damage of the specimen J-R-1 was
concentrated on the reduced energy-dissipation steel plate with diamond-shaped openings
in the steel hinge, indicating that the objective of damage concentration was achieved.
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4.2. Joint Repair Process

In this experiment, there was no crack development in the precast column and only
slight cracks were observed in the precast beam. The overall of J-R-1 was concentrated in
the energy-dissipating steel plate in the steel hinge. The damaged flange energy-dissipating
steel plates were removed and new steel plates were reinstalled, while the other precast
framing components were not replaced, to generate repaired specimen J-R-2. The repair
process is illustrated in Figure 8, and the whole process only took about one hour with high
efficiency and convenient operation.
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4.3. Specimen J-R-2

The low-cycle reciprocating loading test was carried out on specimen J-R-2 with same
loading protocol as J-R-1. The experiment phenomenon of specimen J-R-2 was similar to
that of specimen J-R-1.

As shown in Figure 9b, it was found there was almost no further development of the
previous cracks on the precast beam during the second cyclic test. When the specimen J-R-2
was loaded to 50 mm (the loading displacement of 5∆j), the upper flange energy-dissipating
steel plate inclined slightly and a small noise was heard. The energy-dissipating steel plate
started to dissipate plastic energy and the bearing capacity of the specimen kept increasing.
When loading to the first cycle of 60 mm (displacement loading 6∆j), it was found that
the hysteresis curve showed a tendency of decreasing. In the second cycle of loading, the
upper flange energy-dissipating steel plate made a noticeable noise during deformation,
and the hysteretic curve obviously decreased. Finally, at the third cycle, there was a huge
sound from the upper flange energy-dissipating steel plate and the bearing capacity of the
joint dropped significantly to less than 85% of the peak load. The test was terminated and
there were also no cracks in the upper and lower precast columns.
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The failure mode of the reduced energy-dissipating steel plate with diamond-shaped
openings of specimen J-R-2 is shown in Figure 9c,e. It showed that there were also serious
cracks at the weakened section of the flange-reduced energy-dissipating steel plate and
the necking phenomenon was obvious. No out-of-plane buckling failure occurred in the
specimen. In conclusion, the plastic damage accumulated in the reduced energy-dissipating
steel plate of the specimen J-R-2, and was similar with specimen J-R-1.

4.4. Specimen J-2

Compared with specimen J-R-1 and J-R-2, there were obvious shear cracks that devel-
oped in the side of the beam of specimen J-2 when loaded to 20 mm (displacement loading
2∆j). With loading increasing, the shear crack ran across the whole side of the beam at
40 mm (displacement loading 4∆j). The bearing capacity of specimen J-2 decreased when
the displacement was approximately 60 mm (displacement loading 6∆j). The width of the
shear crack on the beam side reached 1 cm when loading to 80 mm (displacement loading
8∆j). The bearing capacity gradually dropped and was reduced to less than 85% of the peak
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load. At this time, the test was terminated, and Figure 10 demonstrates the failure mode
of specimen J-2.
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Figure 10. Test phenomenon of specimen J-2.

5. Experimental Results and Discussion
5.1. Hysteretic Behaviors and Strengths

The load–displacement hysteretic curves of each specimen are presented in Figure 11.
It can be seen that the hysteretic loops of specimens J-R-1 and J-R-2 were more plump in
spindle-shaped, as demonstrated in Figure 11a. Besides, the curves for specimens J-R-1 and
J-R-2 were approximately coincident, indicating the mechanical behavior was effectively
restored after repair. After the yield of specimens J-R-1 and J-R-2, the plastic damage
accumulated in the reduced energy-dissipating steel plate with diamond-shaped openings
in the energy-consuming steel hinge, and it exhibited a relatively stable hysteresis behavior.
Besides, the bearing capacity still increased with the growth of displacement, indicating that
the proposed joint could develop good strength. Moreover, the constraint sleeve effectively
protected the reduced energy-dissipating steel plate with diamond-shaped openings from
out-of-plane buckling damage, leading to stable bearing capacity without abrupt reduction.
Only trivial slight pinching in the hysteretic curve was found under larger deformation,
which was caused by the slip of bolt connection.
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Figure 11. (a) Hysteretic curves for specimens J-R-1 and J-R-2; (b) hysteretic curve for specimen J-2.

The hysteretic curve of the assembled steel sleeve confined concrete joint specimen
J-2 had serious pinching effecting under cyclic loading, as presented in Figure 10b. The
bearing capacity of specimen J-2 was smaller than specimens J-R-1 and J-R-2, also resulting
in a relatively poor energy-dissipation capacity.
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5.2. Skeleton Curves

The skeleton curves of the tested specimens are presented in Figure 12 and Table 2
lists the characteristic value of the hysteresis performance. The parameters in Table 2 are
yield displacement ∆y, the yield load P y, the peak displacement ∆m, the peak load Pm, the
ultimate displacement ∆u, the ultimate load Pu, and the ductility u, respectively.
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Table 2. Characteristic values of the seismic performance of the specimens.

Specimen ∆y
/(mm)

P y
/(kN)

∆m
/(mm)

Pm
/(kN)

∆u
/(mm)

Pu
/(kN) u The Average

Ductility

J-R-1
13.73 61.83 51.28 111.6 61.84 103.9 4.50

4.69−13.25 −62.98 −54.56 −111.5 −64.64 −103.8 4.88

J-R-2
19.17 65.77 55.6 108.4 66.16 82 3.45

3.45−19.17 −77.13 −44.4 −107.1 −66 −105.6 3.44

J-2
14.26 62.64 50 83.08 80.01 63.98 5.61

5.54−14.57 −56.78 −50.06 −94.20 −79.64 −60.03 5.47

Note: “−” represents the negative loading direction.

As shown in Figure 12, the stiffness of specimen J-R-2 decreased a bit in the early
stage, since specimen J-R-2 only replaced the damaged flange energy-dissipating steel plate
while the precast beams with slight cracking and columns remained unchanged. After
specimens J-R-1 and J-R-2 yielded, the plastic energy dissipation was mainly taken up
by the energy-dissipating steel hinges. The failures of specimens J-R-1 and J-R-2 were all
caused by the rupture of the steel plate, leasing to similar development characteristics in
the degradation stage in the skeleton curve. The initial stiffness of specimen J-2 was similar
to that of specimen J-R-1, indicating that the proposed joint had adequate stiffness. The
development of bearing capacity of specimen J-2 was relatively gentle and also degraded
more slowly with the damage accumulation caused by the development of cracks. As
shown in Table 2, the average peak loads of specimens J-R-1 and J-R-2 were 111.6 kN and
107.8 kN, respectively, indicating the bearing strength was recovered to a great extent. The
bearing capacity of specimen J-1 was 88.6 kN, only about 74% of specimen J-R-1, showing
that the energy-dissipating steel hinge could significantly improve the bearing capacity.
Only the damaged energy-consuming steel plate restraint joints were replaced.

It can also be seen from Table 2 that the average ductility coefficients of specimens
J-R-1 and J-R-2 were 4.69 and 3.45, respectively, exhibiting a good deformation capacity. The
reduction in ductility of specimen J-R-2 was caused by the slight cracking in precast beam.
The damage was accumulated, the initial stiffness decreased, and the yield displacement
increased, resulting in a low ductility coefficient. However, the average limit displacements
of specimens J-R-1 and J-R-2 were 63.24 mm and 66.08 mm, respectively, indicating that
only by replacing the damaged upper and lower energy-dissipating steel plates could the
ultimate deformation capacity be recovered.
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The average limit displacement of specimen J-2 was 79.82 mm, and the average
ductility coefficient of specimen J-2 was 5.54. The average limit displacement and average
ductility coefficient of specimen J-2 were larger than those of specimens J-R-1 and J-R-2,
since the failure of specimen J-2 was caused by the development of cracks in the precast
beam, which was gentler and without serious concrete crushing. However, the failures
of specimens J-R-1 and J-R-2 was caused by the necking of weakened steel plates. Once
the rupture of the steel plates occurred, the bending moment could not effectively be
transferred, leading to abrupt degradation in strength and smaller deformation capacity at
test termination.

5.3. Degeneration of Strength

The strength degradation curves of each specimen are presented in Figure 13, while λ2
and λ3 are the strength degradation coefficients of the second and third cycles at the same
loading level. Before the peak load, the strength degradation coefficient of each specimen
was kept at about 1.0, indicating a relatively stable strength development. The strength
degradation of specimens J-R-1 and J-R-2 occurred at the loading displacement of 6∆j, while
almost no strength degradation was found before 6∆j. The reduced energy-dissipating
steel plate with diamond-shaped openings was damaged at the reduced section, and the
strength degradation curve decreased significantly. However, the strength of specimen J-2
degraded at an earlier stage.
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Figure 13. (a) Strength reduction curve of λ2; (b) strength reduction curve of λ3.

5.4. Stiffness Degradation

Figure 14 presents the stiffness degradation curve of the specimen; τ is the normalized
stiffness degradation coefficient, defined as τ = Ki/K0, where Ki is the secant stiffness under
various loading levels and K0 is the initial stiffness. Figure 14 shows that the stiffness
degradation rate of specimen J-R-2 was slower than that of specimen J-R-1, because the
damage in the precast beam due to crack development was stable after the previous test
and the stiffness degradation of specimen J-R-2 was mainly caused by the damage in flange
energy-dissipating steel plate. The stiffness degradation rate of specimen J-2 was slower
than that of specimens J-R-1 and J-R-2, mainly because specimen J-2 had shear cracks in the
beam, and finally the shear failure of the precast beam occurred. Furthermore, the shear
stiffness of the precast beam was relatively high, and the stiffness degraded slowly.
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Figure 14. Stiffness reduction curves of specimens.

5.5. Energy-Dissipation Capability

Figure 15 shows the cumulative hysteretic energy dissipation of the tested specimens,
and Figure 16 presents the equivalent viscous damping coefficient ζ. From Figure 15,
it was analyzed that the total energy dissipation of specimens J-R-1, J-R-2, and J-2 were
46,334 kN·mm, 44,519 kN·mm, and 29,856 kN·mm, respectively. The energy consumption
of specimens J-R-1 and J-R-2 were about 1.55 times and 1.49 times of that of specimen
J-2, respectively, indicating the adoption of steel hinge could greatly improve the energy-
dissipation behavior. The cumulative hysteretic energy-dissipation curves of specimens
J-R-1 and J-R-2 were similar but the accumulated hysteretic energy dissipation of specimen
J-R-1 was slightly worse than that of specimen J-R-1, since specimen J-R-2 worked with
cracks in the precast beam. It was found that the equivalent viscous damping coefficient
curves of specimens J-R-1 and J-R-2 were basically the same, as presented in Figure 16. The
maximum equivalent viscous damping coefficient of specimens J-R-1, J-R-2, and J-2 were
0.41, 0.44, and 0.23, respectively. In conclusion, it showed that the energy-dissipating steel
hinge had good energy dissipation capacity, which could improve the energy-dissipation
behavior of the precast replaceable beam-to-column joint with energy-dissipating steel
hinge. Moreover, the replacement of damaged steel plates in the steel hinge could effectively
restore the energy-dissipating ability.
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Figure 15. Cumulative hysteretic energy consumption of the specimens.
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6. Conclusions

A novel precast replaceable beam-to-column joint with energy-dissipating steel hinges
was proposed and the hysteretic performance was investigated through experimental
research. Based on the results presented in this paper, some conclusions can be drawn
as follows:

(1) Hysteresis performances of the precast beam-to-column joint (e.g., carrying capacity,
energy consumption, strength degradation) could be improved by the utilization
of an energy-dissipating steel hinge. The failure of the precast replaceable beam-to-
column joint with energy-dissipating steel hinges was caused by the necking rupture
of weakened flange energy-dissipation steel plates, which exhibited stable mechanical
behavior. However, for the steel sleeve confined concrete joint, the failure was caused
by the shear cracking in the precast beam.

(2) The precast replaceable beam-to-column joint with energy-dissipating steel hinges
exhibited good mechanical behavior under cyclic loading, with plump, spindle shaped
hysteresis curves, and an obvious pinching effect was found in the hysteresis curve of
the steel-sleeved confined concrete joint. The bearing capacity of specimens J-R-1 and
J-R-2 was 26% and 22% higher than that of specimen J-2, while the energy-dissipation
capacities were 55% and 49% higher, respectively.

(3) For the precast replaceable beam-to-column joint with the energy-dissipating steel
hinge, the damage was concentrated in the weakened steel plates in the energy-
dissipating steel joint while cracks in precast beams and columns were not obvious,
indicating that the main structure was basically free of damage. The damage of the
proposed joint could be repaired by replacing the damaged members, since it was
found that the bearing capacity of J-R-2 was recovered at up to 96.6% of J-R-1 while
the energy-dissipation capacity was recovered at 96.1%. Besides, the failure process
and hysteretic performance of the repaired specimen J-R-2 were similar to those of
specimen J-R-1. The precast replaceable beam-to-column joint with energy-dissipating
steel hinges had good post-earthquake resilience.
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